
Zen Habito

– Director, Loyalty & Retention
Wife (to Jay) and mother (to Nila-Rose), cycling and snowboarding enthusiast





“for anything to be made whole, the first step is to know what’s missing.”

– Christian Rudder, Author of Dataclysm: Who We Are
Father (to Plum) and husband (to Reshma), basketball enthusiast, and plays the guitar  



Meet Sophi

Sophi is a state-of-the-art data platform 
for advanced editorial analytics used to 
measure content success. 

Built by the data scientists and engineers 
at The Globe and Mail



Meet Sophi

Sophi provides the Globe the data 
enabled foundation it needs for the 
newsroom to make informed decisions in 
real time

Sophi takes into account things like, 
promotional bias, subscription attribution 
and engagement values



Meet Delphi

Delphi identifies high value content 
before it is even published by leveraging 
Machine Learning and Natural Language 
Processing techniques for both ranking 
and classifying content.

Delphi tells the newsroom what is worth 
promoting above the fold on homepage 
and automatically identifies and make 
content subscriber only. 

Delphi notifies  our newsroom in real 
time through Slack.



Meet Athena

Athena is a proprietary web analytics 
platform used to measure and analyze 
the behavior of our Digital Audience 
across platform, section page, referrals, 
marketing campaigns, A/B testing, and 
more.



“a wealth of information creates a poverty of attention” 

– Herbert A. Simon, American economist, political scientist, and recipient of Nobel Prize in Economics in 1978 and Turing Award in 1975
Married 63 years  (to Dorothea), father of 3, art enthusiast and pianist



EMAILS



ONSITE



ENGAGE RETAIN LIFT SHIFT

with our content , journalists 

and like-minded  readers to 

deepen the relationship

Keep our most loyal and 

valued customers, and 

reduce churn

Increase value proposition 

and increase customer 

spend

Win new and former 

customers



MEMBER EXPERIENCES



ACQUISITION
Help us identify fly-by users by providing an email

REGISTRATION
Allow us to build on the relationship

CONVERSION
Engagement increments the meter 

RETENTION
Users are more engaged with our brand & content making them 
less likely to churn
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NEWSLETTERS



“We are what we repeatedly do. Excellence then, is not an act, but a habit”

– Aristotle
Fathered a daughter (Pythias) and son (Nicomachus) , and widowed by  his wife (also named Pythias) 





Q & A

– INMA Audience


